Service Requests 14895 and 80485

Service Request 14895, addressed in Releases 1560 and 1573, asked that Social Security Number be removed from CICS online Headers. Service Request 80485, addressed in Release 1579, asked that where appropriate, the Employment Status Code (EDB0144) be added to the standard CICS screen header where Social Security Number was previously removed. As promised in those Release letters, Help text was going to be addressed in a subsequent Release. With this release, Help text has been removed where Social Security Number (EDB0111) was removed and has been re-anchored where Employment Status Code (EDB0144) has been added to headers.
Test Plan

A separate test plan is included with this release.

As usual, Campuses are encouraged to create their own test plan.

Installation Instructions

Import revised CICS Anchor File from data in PAYDIST.R1587.HELPANCH (Refer to sample JCL in JCL(LOADANCH)).

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0465.

Susan B. Isaacs